Our Center is one of the fastest growing computational relativity and astrophysics research groups in the world. We are always looking forward to attract the best and brightest minds to create a rewarding environment in which intellectual pursuits can prosper.

For postdoctoral positions, applications should consist of a cover letter, a brief statement of research interests, a curriculum vitae including publication list, and at least three letters of recommendation. Applications should also be officially submitted to RIT Career Zone Staff Talent Gateway page. To apply, click on "Staff Positions", then on "Search Openings." In the "Requisition Number" field, enter the number listed below (e.g. "1560BR") and click "Search." This should take you directly to CCRG's Postdoc position, where you should be able to officially apply, and upload the required documents. A copy of all material and all letters of references should also be sent to ccrg-postdoc@ccrgweb.rit.edu.

Open Positions:

- **Postdoctoral positions in GRMHD** ([link](https://ccrg.rit.edu)). Please send your application to the RIT employment site here with REQ. #3593BR. Please, also send a copy of the applications material and letter of references to: ccrg-postdoc AT ccrweb.rit.edu. The application deadline is Jan 31, 2018, but review will start soon after completion of files.

Closed Positions:

- Postdoctoral positions in gravitational wave astronomy ([5](#)) (deadline Dec 31, 2016)
- Graduate Student Research Assistant Positions ([6](#)) (deadline Dec 15, 2016)
- Postdoctoral position in computational astrophysics and general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics ([5](#)) (deadline Jan 31, 2016)
- Postdoctoral positions in Numerical Relativity and Computational Astrophysics ([7](#)) (deadline Jan 31, 2014).
- Temporary position in Web administration and Computer Support ([8](#)) (no deadline given).
- Student Administrative Staff Assistants ([9](#)) (no deadline given).
- Postdoctoral positions in Numerical Relativity and Gravitational Physics ([10](#), [11](#)) (deadline Jan 31, 2012), or go to the RIT career zone and search for 212BR.
- Postdoctoral positions in Numerical Relativity and Gravitational Wave Physics (Deadline February 1, 2011, IRC#44015). ([13](#))
- Undergraduate student Research Assistant Position in Gravitational Wave Data Analysis ([14](#)) (No deadline given). ([15](#))
- Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in Theoretical and Computational Astrophysics ([16](#)) (Deadline: January 15, 2010).
- Postdoctoral Research Positions in Numerical Relativity (No deadline given).
- Web Master assistant (Student Employment) ([8](#)).
- SMS Faculty Positions (Deadline: February 2009) ([17](#))
- Postdoctoral positions in Numerical Relativity and Gravitational Wave Data Analysis ([18](#)) (Deadline: December 15; IRC27759) ([19](#)).
- CCRG Faculty Position in Gravitational Physics (Deadline: Winter 2007; IRC10794) ([20](#)).
- CCRG Postdoctoral researcher positions (Deadline: Fall 2007)
- SMS Faculty positions in Applied Mathematics and Statistics ([21](#)) (Deadline: May 2007)
- CCRG Postdoctoral researcher positions (Deadline: Fall 2006)
- CCRG/SMS Administrative assistant ([22](#)) (IRC22475) ([23](#)).
- SMS co-op assistant.
- SMS Faculty positions in Applied and Computational Mathematics (no deadline given; IRC18413[^3])

RIT is committed to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action.[^4]